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Abstract. Architectural design in this ‘digital age’ is becoming more
embedded within virtual computer aided design environments. This
study expands this virtual design environment back into physical
realms through the use of microelectronic wind sensing technology.
An interactive and flexible wind sensing system (open source miniature portable wind tunnel and wind sensors) was evaluated for its ability to simulate and measure the effects of wind. Physical models of
four high-rise buildings were constructed to evaluate ground level pedestrian comfort resulting from the degree of torsional twist in the
building form. The model investigation formed a case study for evaluating of the low-cost miniature portable wind tunnel and microelectronic wind sensing system for comparison with an industrial aeronautical wind tunnel and high precision wind sensors.
Keywords. Architectural wind tunnel; microelectronic wind sensing;
twisted building; wind visualisation.

1. Introduction
Engineers tend to create idealised wind simulations where there is a uniform
wind velocity and very low turbulence intensity distribution (commonly for
aerofoils) or, in the case of explorations of wind around buildings, the model-scale replication or digital simulation of the atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL) (Baker et al, 2012). Whereas, architects, in general, tend to want to
explore, adapt and interact with the wind with qualitative explorations (Salim, 2014; Williams et al, 2015). These interactions may happen in digital or
physical realms or both (Salim, 2011).
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Wind phenomena around buildings and architectural elements such as facade systems are a challenge to predict. Wind engineers and fluid dynamicists have utilised extremely high fidelity and fine resolution computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) models to further understand these phenomena (Watkins et al, 2015). However, the fluid dynamicist is still restricted by the tools
by which they can attempt to provide visualisations of the dynamics in the
wind. The state of the art in wind sensing extends to the nano-scaled and
high frequency spectrum for ‘point-based’ measurements of wind (e.g. nanoscaled hot-wire and laser-Doppler anemometry) (Smits and Hultmark, 2014).
Two-dimensional slices of the wind are desirable when observing macroscaled wind phenomena (e.g. particle image velocimetry (PIV)). Techniques
that are used by wind engineers include: the pitot static tube, manometers
and hot-wire anemometry (Baker et al, 2012).
Tools such as wind tunnels and CFD software are becoming more available to architects during the design process. However, these technologies
have required expensive facilities or high expertise or both in the majority of
cases. For instance, the conditions to reproduce ABL conditions require
large and expensive facilities, including advanced sensor systems (Cermak,
2003). Because of this, the technology is not fully integrated from the early
design stage of the architects’ work-flow. However, sensing technology is
becoming cheaper and more accessible for designers (Badger, 2014; Prohasky and Moya Castro, 2014).
The aim of this research was to develop a wind sensing platform built
with low-cost components and provide a highly flexible and adaptable system with the possibility to include multiple types of environmental sensors.
The research documented in this paper is an extension of previous work
conducted by the authors (Prohasky and Moya Castro, 2014) on the evaluation of a MEMS sensing system within an industrial scale aeronautical wind
tunnel (AWT) with ABL conditions.
This paper includes an evaluation of two parts of a proposed low-cost
wind sensing platform (1. miniature airflow tunnel (MAT); 2. low-cost sensor platform). The applicability of this analysis platform for the architectural
design of building form was evaluated i.e. outdoor pedestrian wind comfort
conditions around an example high-rise building with different degrees of
twist up the building form.
The twisted buildings were tested in the MAT (see section 2.1 and Figure
1) and in an AWT. The AWT generated very smooth flow (turbulence intensity <0.5% in undisrupted flow) with a flat velocity profile. The test section
was octagonal with dimensions: 1.37m by 1.07m (Figure 1). A comparison
was made between results from the MAT and AWT. The low-cost sensor re-
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sults were verifiable with reference precision wind sensors (Cobra probes
(Mousley, 1995; Watkins et al, 2002)).

Figure 1. ‘Low-Cost’ Miniature Airflow Tunnel (MAT) (left) and the Industrial Scale
Aeronautical Wind Tunnel (AWT) test section (right)

The miniature airflow tunnel and sensing system presented in this paper
can be used by architects in the early stage of the design process within a
framework which is partly covered within this paper (and will be expanded
upon in subsequent papers) (Moya Castro and Prohasky, 2015).
2. The flexible wind sensing platform
This wind analysis platform was designed as an accessible and easy to build
technology, feasible to be replicated for pedagogical purposes or wind analyses in early design stages within architectural design practice. The platform
was envisioned to sense the dynamics in the wind on a basic level using
electronic sensing equipment and a graphical interface to visualise the data
of wind around buildings in real time.
The flexible wind sensing platform consists of three main components:
1. Miniature airflow tunnel: Open source simulator/generator for the
evaluation and investigation of the dynamics in air
2. Wind sensors: Microelectronic wind sensors from ModernDevice
(rev-P wind sensors (Badger, 2014))
3. Visual interface: McNeel Rhinoceros 5 and Grasshopper3d/Firefly
Detailed system descriptions of the sensing and visualisation system can be
found on the MAT website (Moya Castro and Prohasky, 2015).
2.1. OPEN SOURCE MINIATURE AIRFLOW TUNNEL
The miniature airflow tunnel (MAT) is an open circuit wind tunnel (Figure
1). The MAT was constructed with ‘low-cost’ materials and fabricated using
computer numerical control (CNC) methods. The construction of the miniature wind tunnel required: a laser cutter or CNC router; tunnel frame tem-
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plates; timber or acrylic sheet material; industrial fans. The total material
cost of this MAT was less than AUD$1000.

Figure 2. Low-Cost’ Miniature Airflow Tunnel looking down the tunnel from the inlet (left)
and an axonometric diagram of the MAT (right)

The MAT can run both ways (suction or blowing) (depicted as suction in
Figure 1). The wind velocity and turbulence intensity were measured within
the MAT for both suction and blowing scenarios (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Velocity contours (m/s) and Turbulence Intensity contours within the Miniature Airflow Tunnel at 2.1m from the fans sucking (left) and blowing (right)

The characteristics of suction induced flow were: lower wind speed,
smoother flow and more homogeneous flow across the tunnel test section
(Figure 3). This may be desirable for experiments which involve measurements of boundary layer separation zones, observations of wake regions
from bluff bodies or - in the case of porous screens - simulating turbulence
characteristics behind a porous screen (Williams et al, 2015).
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Flow generated through positive pressure (blowing) was much more turbulent; however the average wind speed was slightly higher (Figure 3). The
high turbulence intensities may be desirable for simulations around model
buildings where the turbulence characteristics can be trained with obstructions in the flow to simulate atmospheric boundary layer conditions typically
experienced in urban environments.
The smoother flow (within the central region of the tunnel (Figure 3))
created through suction was chosen for a more strategic comparison between
results in an industrial aeronautical wind tunnel (AWT) (the model buildings
were placed 2.1m from the fan inlets within the MAT Figure 1).
2.2. MICROELECTRONIC WIND SENSORS
The wind sensors used for the physical wind sensing platform (PWSP) were
similar in function to a hot-wire anemometer. The temperature drop of a
heated element due to wind flow is transduced. The voltage output is then
calibrated against various wind speeds and temperatures. Hence, the wind
sensors used are temperature dependent, but this is corrected by a reference
temperature measurement on the sensor. The hot-element anemometers are
also directionally non-linear - there is no clear correlation between the direction of the wind and the sensor output. However, time-averaged values of
wind speed measurements do have a reasonable approximation where the
angle of the incident wind flow is less than ~45º (details for which can be
found in Prohasky and Watkins, 2014).
The rev-P wind sensors were calibrated en masse and applied to this project. Each sensor required an individual calibration function to create a more
reliable sensing system for this study. Though, a general calibration function
and simplified calibration method can be found through the ModernDevice
website (Badger, 2014).
3. Case study and system evaluation
A flat velocity profile was used for the experiments with the model buildings
with various degrees of torsional twist (0°; 60°; 120° and 180°) (Figure 4).
Reference measurements within the unobstructed wind flow were used to
non-dimensionalise the wind speed measurements.
Tests were conducted at three different wind speeds within the AWT
(3.5m/s; 5m/s and 6.5m/s) with good repeatability (the distribution of wind
speed variation was independent of the incident wind speed). The MAT tests
were conducted at only one incident wind speed. The buildings were placed
in unobstructed flow and behind a second obstructing building.
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Figure 4. Sample model buildings with various degrees of torsional twist (left) and sensor
locations around the building at pedestrian level (right)

The atmospheric boundary layer was not simulated in this study, but is
important when attempting to replicate the actual conditions in the building’s
context. The ABL would amplify the vertical wind deflections on the windward façade (Watkins et al., 2015). Thus, without a simulated ABL the main
deflection of the airflow was horizontally around the tower - generating low,
but reasonably well-structured variations around the building base.
There were 9 rev-P wind sensors located at the points shown in Figure 4.
However, the two sensor locations ‘A’ and ‘B’ in Figure 4 were used to
compare between the results measured by industrial standard wind sensors
(Cobra Probes) and the ‘low-cost’ alternative (rev-P). These measurements
were taken in both the MAT and AWT.
Cobra Probes were used for reference measurements to bench mark the
sensing system in the turbulent flow condition (in the MAT) and the smooth
flow condition (AWT). Since this study involved the evaluation of a measurement system – the errors in the system will also be mentioned. Hence, the
first observation to take note of is the very low measurement from ‘rev-P
sensor B’ seen in Figure 4. This value was measured consistently over multiple incident wind speeds, with multiple sensors in-place, yet there was still
no explanation – it was expected to match with the Cobra Probe measurement.
The decreasing wind speed with respect to increasing angle of twist at location ‘A’ has a clear trend in both tunnels with good matching with the reference instruments (Cobra Probes (Mousley, 1995)) (Figure 5). ‘Rev-P sensor B’ does not agree with reference measures across both tunnels. The
turbulence intensities at each point were analysed and were found to have
insignificant effects – which may suggest the wind sensor was experiencing
directional disturbances that influenced the results.
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Figure 5. Non-dimensional wind speeds at locations ‘A’ and ‘B’ with unobstructed buildings
in the AWT and MAT

With the obstructing building in place - matching trends are found across
both wind tunnels for locations ‘A’ and ‘B’ with the Cobra Probe reference
measurements (Figure 6). However, only rev-P sensor ‘A’ had reasonable
matching trends with reference measurements – rev-P sensor ‘B’ showed
similar anomalies in the previous example (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Non-dimensional wind speeds at locations ‘A’ and ‘B’ with an obstructing building
(a second building placed in front of the model building in question) in the AWT and MAT

4. PWSP evaluation and design impact
The results between both tools for wind analysis are quite similar and present low variation when the flow is in a trained turbulent condition (with an
obstructing building in place) – this may apply well in ABL conditions. This
does not mean that the mini airflow tunnel can replace the aero wind tunnel,
but it shows the grade of accuracy for this low-cost platform, which can be a
reliable tool to visualise wind conditions around conceptual building models
with results apt to consider on a conceptual level.
A spiral facade can produce levels of wind discomfort in the corners of
the windward side. This effect is clearly visible through both groups of ex-
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periments with the AWT and MAT. Both groups of experiments show that
this phenomenon of discomfort is produced from the upper area of the facade and secondary buildings do not mitigate it.
However, the observations and comparison of the sensor data shows how
the progressive torsion of the building ameliorates the velocity intensity in
the sensor locations ‘A’ and ‘B’ (near corners). If we discard significant variation of the vertical airflow deflection from the facade to the ground (it is
not significant in these experiments with a flat velocity profile), there is one
possible cause for this variation of air velocity: the change of the lateral deflection angle of the wind projected from the windward building corners.
The separation zone areas are reduced - moving the airflow angle closer to
the building façade (Figure 7). Thus, it is possible to state that the better design for less separation of the airstreams from windward corners is a building shape with 180º of torsion.

Figure 7. Effect of building twist on windward corners in flat velocity profile airflow (plan)

This data showing the change of the airflow direction at the building base
allows prediction of possible scenarios and performance of early design actions. For instance, it is possible to estimate a better comfort condition in the
areas that are close to this twisted building; so it is possible to propose a better use or program for the surrounding public space. Moreover, the fact that
the separation angle of the wind from the corners is less, means the areas at
the bottom of the facade could be more uncomfortable (small separation
zone); Therefore, it would require a design which includes additional elements such as: windbreaks; gardens with trees or canopies to ameliorate potential pedestrian comfort issues.
The PWSP is a good strategy to compare and evaluate the design (advantages of 180º torsion) with other design alternatives (0º, 60º, 120º) in the
early design stage. Also, it provides: more time in the design process to think
about how to deal with the potential issues associated with a particular de-
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sign option (pedestrian wind comfort); possible implementation at the beginning of the design process.
Conclusion
A miniature portable airflow tunnel and wind sensing system was evaluated.
Several model buildings were placed in wind flow generated within the
‘low-cost’ miniature airflow tunnel and results were compared with those
from precision wind sensors and a wind tunnel with smooth flow. Based on
the observations from the ‘low cost’ sensors (with verification from the precision sensors) it is evident that the building with the 180º torsion is most
desirable for pedestrian comfort at locations ‘A’ and ‘B’. However, unexplained phenomena measured by the sensors still caused uncertainties in results that need to be confirmed through qualitative flow visualisation methods (this will be covered in a subsequent publication).
The alternative ‘low-cost’ wind analysis platform (MAT and microelectronic wind sensors) resulted in a tool with the potential to conduct some
preliminary quantitative analysis of wind movement around buildings. The
results are promising for a ‘low-cost’ alternative for physical wind analyses.
This method was useful to establish a hypothesis to explain the change in the
wind intensity near the corners of the model building concepts. Finally, there
is room for more improvements in the MAT and sensing system so the unexpected measurements by the sensors can be avoided.
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